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a b s t r a c t
Background and purpose: Epidemiological studies of restless legs syndrome (RLS) have been limited by
lack of a well validated patient-completed diagnostic questionnaire that has a high enough speciﬁcity
to provide a reasonable positive predictive value. Most of the currently used patient completed diagnostic
questionnaires have neither been validated nor included items facilitating the differential diagnosis of
RLS from conditions producing similar symptoms. The Cambridge-Hopkins diagnostic questionnaire for
RLS (CH-RLSq) was developed with several iterations to include items covering the basic diagnostic features of RLS and to provide some basic differential diagnosis. This validation study sought to determine
the sensitivity and speciﬁcity of the RLS diagnosis based on this questionnaire.
Patients and methods: The CH-RLSq was completed by 2005 blood donors who were asked to consent to
being contacted for a telephone diagnostic interview. A scoring criterion was established for ascertainment of RLS based on the clinical deﬁnition of the disorder and the exclusion of ‘‘mimic” conditions. A
weighted sample (N = 185) of all completed questionnaires was selected for expert clinical diagnosis of
RLS using the validated Hopkins Telephone Diagnostic Interview (HDTI). The telephone interviewers
were blinded to all questionnaire responses.
Results: A telephone diagnosis was obtained on 183 of the sample’s 185 questionnaires. The questionnaire’s normalized sensitivity and speciﬁcity were 87.2% and 94.4%, respectively, for RLS compared to
not RLS. The positive predictive values in this sample were 85.5%.
Conclusions: The Cambridge-Hopkins RLS questionnaire provides a reasonable level of sensitivity and
speciﬁcity for ascertainment of RLS in population-based studies.
Ó 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The diagnosis of restless legs syndrome (RLS) relies upon clinical
history indicating presence of all four of the essential diagnostic criteria: an urge to move the legs when at rest that is worse in the evening or night and relieved by movement [1]. Abnormally frequent
periodic limb movements when resting (PLMW) or asleep (PLMS)
provide an objective sign of the disorder that is sensitive (occurs in
at least 80% of RLS patients [2]) but not speciﬁc enough (PLMS/
h > 15 occurs in 40% of adults over 65 [3]) to be useful for diagnosis.
RLS occurs commonly (about 5–10% in European and North American populations [4,5]), but can have a wide range of severity from
intermittent, to only occurring when provoked by prolonged rest
late in the day, to persistent and easily provoked whenever rest occurs [1]. Despite the now well-deﬁned diagnostic criteria, the wide
range of severity and lack of a speciﬁc objective sign complicate
* Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 410 550 2609; fax: +1 410 550 3364.
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accurate diagnosis. Moreover, the differential diagnosis includes
several common conditions that produce RLS-like symptoms, i.e.,
leg-muscle cramps, positional discomfort, anxious ﬁdgeting, and focal leg pains. Most of these conditions that mimic RLS symptoms can
be easily identiﬁed in a clinical situation, but are not so easy to exclude through a subject-completed questionnaire.
The large-scale epidemiological studies needed to uncover population and environmental factors contributing to RLS require a reasonably accurate subject-completed diagnostic instrument. The
four essential diagnostic criteria have provided the basis for most
questionnaires used in epidemiological studies. These essential criteria were intended for use in a clinical setting and not as the basis
for a subject-completed questionnaire. The criteria are deceptively
simple and sometimes even in the clinical setting can lead to hasty
diagnosis without careful consideration of differential diagnosis.
Questions covering only the 4 criteria are particularly insufﬁcient
for a reasonably valid subject-completed RLS ascertainment questionnaire. Epidemiological studies that have relied upon some questionnaire formulations of these four diagnostic questions have rarely
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checked their ascertainment validity against a clinical diagnosis of
RLS.
Ascertainment questionnaires can be evaluated in terms of their
sensitivity, speciﬁcity and positive predictive value relative to a
clinically accepted diagnostic standard. Sensitivity is deﬁned as
the proportion of ill patients who are correctly diagnosed, i.e.,
the number diagnosed divided by the total number with the disease. Speciﬁcity is the proportion of unaffected individuals who
are not diagnosed with the disease. Both sensitivity and speciﬁcity
are deﬁned to be independent of the proportion of the population
who has the disease. The positive predictive value of a test is the
proportion of those identiﬁed by a test as having the disease who
do actually have the disease. Unlike sensitivity and speciﬁcity,
the positive predictive value is inﬂuenced by the prevalence of
the disease in the population, decreasing with decreasing prevalence [6]. While the positive predictive value is critical for studies
attempting to either characterize features of a disorder or to deﬁne
morbidity or comorbid conditions, it is rarely reported or even
discussed.
This is particularly a problem for RLS since even a reasonably
high diagnostic sensitivity of 90% and speciﬁcity of 85% for a disorder with a prevalence of 10% produces a positive predictive value
of only 40%, meaning 6 out of 10 subjects who are categorized as
ill by the test would be falsely identiﬁed as having the disorder.
Signiﬁcantly improving positive predictive value for RLS requires
increasing speciﬁcity above 90% without signiﬁcant loss of sensitivity. A recent study compared diagnoses by a trained physician
clinical interview with that from a questionnaire diagnosis covering only the four diagnostic criteria without attention to differential diagnoses. The questionnaire had a positive predictive value
of only 57.9% [7]. Recognizing this problem we set out to develop
a questionnaire with very high speciﬁcity (i.e., good at correctly
identifying well subjects) and acceptable sensitivity (good at correctly identifying subjects with the disease) in order to achieve a
more optimal positive predictive value. We recognized that any effort to increase speciﬁcity is likely to reduce sensitivity, but, as
noted for most epidemiological studies, very high speciﬁcity is
essential.

2. Methods
2.1. Questionnaire development
Our efforts to develop a better questionnaire started with a set
of 10 questions developed by 3 RLS experts. These covered not only
the four diagnostic criteria but also questions about: focal nature of
the experience, complaint of restless feeling, degree feeling could
not be resisted, circadian pattern in the past, RLS frequency and
complaint of pain. The wording of the questions was reviewed by
the experts and by a small convenience group including 10 RLS patients and their unaffected spouses or close friends. Based on patient feedback, some of the questions were reworded slightly,
e.g., the question on relief with movement was reworded to
emphasize the relief occurred while moving and not after movement stopped. The questionnaire containing these items was then
used in a small study evaluating agreement with a subsequent clinician diagnosis for 48 out patients in a sleep disorders clinic that
included an emphasis on treating RLS [8]. The questions were again
reviewed for wording confusion reported by the patients, and after
slight rewording were used in a larger study based in a family practice clinic in a small town in the northwestern USA. This clinic had
been selected in part because prior screening items had suggested
a high prevalence of RLS [9]. In this second study those diagnosed
with RLS by the questionnaire and a random sample of those not
diagnosed were further evaluated for RLS by a primary care doctor

who had been trained in making the diagnosis. The questionnaire
had 93% sensitivity and 84% speciﬁcity in this general medical setting [10]. A review of diagnostic errors indicated that the low speciﬁcity was due in part to the questionnaire failing to adequately
exclude those with leg cramps and positional discomfort. The circadian pattern question also failed to adequately cover the afternoon as well as evening and night as a time for more
pronounced symptoms with reduced symptoms in the morning.
Questions were added to cover these items and a set of items were
added to characterize signiﬁcant features of RLS including frequency of symptoms, age of onset, family history, occurrence of
involuntary movements and history of symptom change. A category of ‘‘probable” RLS was also established which involved patients reporting that 90% or more of the time RLS occurred while
sitting, not while lying down. This gave a ﬁnal 22-item questionnaire with 7 of the items used to make the diagnosis and the
remaining to further characterize the condition. The respondents’
answers to the ﬁnal version of the CH-RLSq permitted classiﬁcation
as ‘‘RLS” or ‘‘not RLS.” The ﬁrst two questions in the ﬁnal version
were used to introduce to the respondents the sensations that
are associated with RLS, and the remaining diagnostic questions
were given in the ﬁrst part of the CH-RLSq. The content of the critical questions and scoring for the RLS diagnoses is provided in Table 1. The full questionnaire along with a recommended 13-item
short-form (CH-RLSq13) of the diagnostic questionnaire covering
only diagnosis (8 items in Table 1) and critical severity and phenotype determinations (5 items) can be obtained from the corresponding author.
2.2. Validation study
The questionnaire was used in a large population-based study
of RLS among 2005 blood donors in England, a setting somewhat
enriched with those reporting RLS symptoms. This population is
described in detail in a companion article in Sleep Medicine [11].
From the population of blood donors, a sample of 185 questionnaires was selected for a subsequent separate telephone-administered clinical interview. Since most of the questionnaires would be
from those with no RLS symptoms, an adequate validation required
a stratiﬁed sample of questionnaires enriched with both RLS positive cases and borderline cases (i.e., those positive on all but one or
two of the critical diagnostic questions on the questionnaire). In order to calculate coefﬁcients that were unbiased for the entire sample of 2005 cases, the data were weighted within categories
deﬁned by the number of RLS symptoms they reported; this adjusted for the increased probability of selection of positive and borderline cases. Checks on the data veriﬁed that the weighted sample
of 185 cases gave a distribution of RLS diagnoses identical to the
sample of 2005 cases.
All those who completed the CH-RLSq questionnaire were asked
if they would have a telephone interview and 74.6% of the subjects
consented to this follow-up. This telephone interview was conducted by one of two qualiﬁed RLS experts and authors of this paper (RA, WH) using the validated structured Hopkins telephone
diagnostic interview (HTDI) [12,13]. All telephone interviews conducted were blinded to the information on the diagnostic questionnaire and were conducted within 2–4 months after the
questionnaire had been completed by the subject. The HTDI includes writing down a subject’s responses on an interview form.
The HTDI interview forms were then reviewed by the other expert
blinded to the diagnosis previously made; when the two experts
disagreed the case was discussed to reach a consensus diagnosis.
In very few cases the subject was telephoned again to attempt to
clarify some speciﬁc information. The ﬁrst two questions of both
the questionnaire and the HTDI ask if the subject had any abnormal
feeling or an urge to move their legs when resting. Two of the sub-
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Table 1
Critical diagnostic questions from the CH-RLSq.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7a.
7b.

Do you have, or have you had, recurrent uncomfortable feelings or sensations in your legs while you are sitting or lying down?  Yes  No
Do you, or have you had, a recurrent need or urge to move your legs while you were sitting or lying down?  Yes  No
Are you more likely to have these feelings when you are resting (either sitting or lying down) or when you are physically active?  Resting  Active
If you get up or move around when you have these feelings do these feelings get any better while you actually keep moving?  Yes  No  Don’t know
Which times of day are these feelings in your legs most likely to occur? (Please circle one or more than one)  Morning  Mid-day  Afternoon  Evening  Night 
About equal at all times
Will simply changing leg position by itself once without continuing to move usually relieve these feelings?  Usually relieves  Does not usually relieve Don’t know
Are these feelings ever due to muscle cramps?  Yes  No  Don’t know
If so, are they always due to muscle cramps?  Yes  No  Don’t know

Scoring:
Deﬁnite RLS: 1 yes, 2 yes, 3 resting, 4 yes, 5 NOT equal or morning, 6 does not usually relieve, 7 a as No OR b as No.

jects denied this on the questionnaire, but when telephoned they
indicated that their condition now included these feelings; since
this represented a self-reported change in status their data were
not included, leaving a total of 183 subjects.
2.3. Statistical analyses
The sensitivity, speciﬁcity and positive predictive value of the
questionnaire diagnoses compared to the HTDI were calculated
for the weighted data applicable to the entire sample.
3. Results
The questionnaire compared to clinicians’ diagnoses of RLS
diagnosis had a sensitivity of 87.2% (48/55) and speciﬁcity of
94.4% (120/127), giving a positive predictive value of 87.2% (48/
55) for this particular sample of blood donors (See Table 2).
4. Discussion
The CH-RLSq is the ﬁrst validated self-completed RLS ascertainment questionnaire and the only one that includes questions designed to exclude common conditions that produce symptoms
similar to those of RLS. It is also the only one validated in a general
population, that of UK blood donors, and not in a clinical patient
population. Our goal was to maximize speciﬁcity by adding questions to facilitate differential diagnosis, thereby discriminating
RLS from common conditions known to produce similar symptoms.
Our intentions were that the questions for differential diagnosis
would not cause an appreciable loss of sensitivity and would therefore improve the positive predictive value of the questionnaire,
particularly in situations in populations where RLS is less common.
We largely achieved our goal since the questionnaire had a speciﬁcity of 94.4%. The sensitivity, as expected, decreased modestly
compared to that observed with a smaller set of diagnostic questions in the study done in a primary care practice [10]. But that decrease may also reﬂect the greater medical, social and educational
diversity of the blood donors compared to patients in a small town
primary care ofﬁce in Northwestern United States. In general the
Table 2
Weighted number of cases by questionnaire and HTDI diagnosis for RLS deﬁned by
combining deﬁnite and probable RLS.
Questionnaire ascertainment

RLS
Not RLS
Total HTDI

HTDI (Hopkins telephone
diagnostic Interview).
Diagnosis
RLS

Not RLS

47
7
54

7
121
128

Total questionnaire

54
128
182

(The numbers in each of the cells have been calculated from the weighted data and
rounded to the nearest whole number. For this table this rounding produces
numbers that add to one less than the number in the sample evaluated.)

sensitivity and speciﬁcity of this questionnaire would be expected
to be even better in a clinical setting than in the volunteer and generally healthy blood donor population. The positive predictive value, of course, improves in populations enriched with RLS patients.
The current study includes two sampling biases. First, although
a poster was displayed at the post-donation rest area, we have no
information about the number of donors who did not complete the
questionnaire. This problem was further complicated by the human subjects’ requirements that on the poster participants must
be informed it was a study about restless legs syndrome. This likely
led to increased probability of participation by donors with leg
symptoms, creating a bias for higher prevalence. This bias was neither a problem for the primary goals of that study relating RLS to
frequency of donation nor to the determination of sensitivity and
speciﬁcity of the CH-RLSq, but it would increase the positive predictive value. A second sample bias occurs because approximately
25% of those completing the diagnostic questionnaire did not consent to a telephone interview. There was no indication this would
alter the evaluation of accuracy of the questionnaire. The blood donor population also probably differs somewhat from the general
population in that they include more from an educated middleclass willing to volunteer. A less-educated population might introduce more errors related to failure to carefully read or understand
the questions. The questions, however, had been selected to be direct, easily understood with minimal conditional clauses, and in
the process of developing the questionnaire they were reviewed
by subjects from a wide range of educational backgrounds. Nonetheless, further studies in other populations would be needed to
determine how much these results can be generalized.
The positive predictive value of 87.2% was acceptable for this
blood-donor population. In a population with a lower prevalence
of RLS, the positive predictive value will decrease. In particular, this
questionnaire, when used in a population with an overall RLS prevalence of 10%, would be expected to have a positive predictive value of 63.4%. As noted above, the prior version of the questionnaire
did not include items designed to exclude ‘‘mimics,” and when
evaluated in a primary care medical practice it gave sensitivity of
93% and speciﬁcity of 84% [10], yielding a positive predictive for
a 10% RLS prevalence of about only 39.2%. Thus, the current questionnaire provides considerable improvement over the positive
predictive value of the prior versions that used only questions focused on the basic diagnostic criteria ignoring differential diagnosis. The validity of epidemiological studies that ascertain potential
risk factors for RLS or determine its relative morbidity depends
upon a robust positive predictive value, and accordingly, the critical factor is speciﬁcity of the diagnostic instrument. Situations
where less than 60% of the subjects identiﬁed as having RLS may
actually have the disorder reduce conﬁdence in any postulated factors associated with RLS. Thus future work on questionnaire diagnosis for RLS should emphasize improving speciﬁcity in order to
improve positive predictive value. One area, for example, not well
covered in the current questionnaire is that related to situations
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that provoke symptoms. Adding questions covering this feature of
the disorder may further enhance speciﬁcity.
Any future use of this questionnaire in languages other than
English will, of course, require the appropriate linguistic validation
process. Ideally any use of the questionnaire in a different population should include a validation of the questionnaire in that population. Overall this version of the Cambridge-Hopkins diagnostic
questionnaire provides for the ﬁrst-time a well-validated patientcompleted questionnaire for ascertainment of subjects likely to
be diagnosed with RLS. It has adequate sensitivity and speciﬁcity
for most epidemiological surveys.
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